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NETLIPSE ‘Small Projects’ 2014 
 

THEME TOPIC NRS.   What Who  When 

Contracting & tendering 
1-4, 6-11, 16, 18, 
25 9 

Investigation into best practices: 
- experiment with the working form 
to involve the whole network 
- NWM topics (deadline June)  
- pilot examples of fact sheets 
- overview; not too long 
- paper/publication 

Erik Stig (proposal for 
headlines), Carlita, Eva, 
Remus, Peter, Lubos NWM 

Innovation 5, 13, 20, 21, 23 9 

Report on best practices on 
innovation 
- Workshop sustainability, innovation 
& safety IPMA world Congress 
- sustainability course in infra mgt incl 
Erasmus + proposal 

Dirk (report); Giuseppe 
(Erasmus), Peter Lundman, 
Konrad 
Pau Lian 

Draft Erasmus 
prosal (NWM) 
30 September 2014 

Knowledge 
management 17, 22 8 

Fill the Knowledge Center on the 
website 
- ask NETLIPSE members for top 3 
scientific papers 
- put them on the website 
- use IPAT themes as library cluster 

Marian, Alan, Derek, Anna 
Nylén, Massimo Next NWM 

Risk Allocation 4, 27 3 Recommendation sheet 
Stuart, Per, Peter, Konrad, 
Hans Next NWM 
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TOTAL LIST OF POTENTIAL SMALL PROJECTS 

Nr. PROJECT IDEA PARTICIPANTS OUTCOMES THEME SUBTHEME 

1 
Develop a document containing TENDER LANGUAGE: 
when, why, what… Erik Stig Jørgensen   Contracting 

Common 
language 

2 

How do we size TENDER (project lots) to create optimal 
competition in our country for various areas (D, DB, PPP; 
bridge, earthworks etc.) Erik Stig Jørgensen   Contracting Models 

3 

Which consultants and contractors do the countries see 
within various areas in terms of design and/or 
construction (bridges, earthworks, ITS, roadmarking…) Erik Stig Jørgensen   Contracting Companies 

4 
A country comparison of how risks are shared between 
public owner and contractor Erik Stig Jørgensen   Risk Allocation Risk sharing 

5 
A country comparison on what (each country) we see as 
new INNOVATION coming from foreign contractors. Erik Stig Jørgensen   Innovation   

6 
A country comparison on what are the arguments for not 
doing DB TENDERING; why D and B separately; why PPP Erik Stig Jørgensen   Tendering Models 

7 

A country comparison on how do we integrate LLC 
optimization and LCC management in DB contracts, i.e. 
making DB + maintenance contracts (DB+M) Erik Stig Jørgensen   Contracting Models 

8 
A country comparison on experiences, weighting and 
evaluation of awarding criteria Erik Stig Jørgensen   Contracting Awards criteria 
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Nr. PROJECT IDEA PARTICIPANTS OUTCOMES THEME SUBTHEME 

9 

A country comparison on experiences with technical 
dialogue, competitive dialogue, early contractor 
involvement, project optimization Erik Stig Jørgensen   Contracting Models 

10 
A country comparison on COMPENSATION to contractors 
for tendering DB-contracts Erik Stig Jørgensen   Contracting Compensation 

11 

What type of CONTRACTING models of economically 
most advantageous tender do the various countries use 
today. Frequency of use and experiences. (Illustration, 
description, pro's/con's, etc. Erik Stig Jørgensen   Contracting Models 

12 

Benchmarking of major infrastructure projects (portfolio 
level) in order to become a more EFFICIENT CLIENT 
ORGANISATION. A joint investigation where we compare 
(Trafikverket) operations within specified areas and 
where we share all the results and conclusions. 
Dimensions to be measured are key performance 
indicators, quality (maybe in terms of change during 
production), time and cost. Peter Lundman   

Public sector 
efficiency   

13 

INNOVATION and lasting improvement. What types of 
innovation, (new techniques, new processes) have taken 
place last year and how could they be a natural part of 
upcoming projects (constructions in composit material, 
automatic collision control by use of BIM, etc.) Peter Lundman   Innovation   
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Nr. PROJECT IDEA PARTICIPANTS OUTCOMES THEME SUBTHEME 

14 

In Sweden at the moment projects are delivered within 
and under budget during the same planned period of 
time. Successive calculation is used.  
- Is this a coincidence 
- do other countries have similar experiences? 
- is it cost decrease or a conservative calculation 
method? Peter Lundman   

Succesive 
Calculation   

15 

Benchmark in other countries on PRODUCTIVITY and how 
to increase productivity.  
- what experiences exist of different contract forms (with 
respect to time and cost). Peter Lundman   

Public sector 
efficiency   

16 

Discussion and research on CONTRACTS between the 
client and consultant. Given that the major part of the 
project is formed and "locked" already in the early 
phases, prior to the engagement of contractors, it should 
be interesting to investigate the different CONTRACT 
FORMS used in that stage of the project. Peter Lundman   Contracting Forms 
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Nr. PROJECT IDEA PARTICIPANTS OUTCOMES THEME SUBTHEME 

17 

Benchmark on how LEARNING takes place in the 
interrelated areas of procurement and project 
management.  
- which areas for development 
- how are potential development inititiatives identified 
and how does the client prioritise between alternatives? 
- which processes are there for testing and evaluating 
- how are succesful results systematically implemented in 
the wider organisation? Anna Kadefors   

Knowledge 
management Learning 

18 

Benchmark on which processes have been developed in 
different client organisations to ensure that the most 
appropriate procurement route (contract form, payment 
method, management capacity, etc.) is selected for each 
project? 
- which management functions and competences are 
involved? 
- which aspects are considered and how? 
- are their policies, tools and guidelines? (cf. 
Infrastructure Procurement Routemap in the UK) Anna Kadefors   Contracting Approaches 

19 

Feedback routines:  
- which information is collected for projects and 
contracts and for what purpose? 
- How is the information acted on? Anna Kadefors   Feedback routines   
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Nr. PROJECT IDEA PARTICIPANTS OUTCOMES THEME SUBTHEME 

20 

How does government policy in different countries relate 
to learning and INNOVATION in managing large 
infrastructure projects? Anna Kadefors   Innovation learning 

21 

When INNOVATIONS arise in projects, which are the 
organisational and contractual conditions? Which are the 
drivers? Anna Kadefors   Innovation   

22 

Web register access for NETLIPSE topics: 
- to establish a web page with PhD titles, abstract & URL 
- to agree on a map of topics (PhD's per topic general 
area) Derek Walker 

Free access to PhD's 
through link to 
university web URL's 
- Beste future & 
current practice 
reposting 
- ideas filter for 
potential PhD topics 
- stimulating sources 
for practitioners 

Knowledge 
management   

23 

Workshop innovation, sustainability & safety in transport 
infrastructure projects  
- 30th September 2014: IPMA World Congress Rotterdam Pau Lian Staal 

Improvement 
suggestions for the 
Project Excellence 
Model Innovation   

24 

Methods for making better cost estimates, especially in 
early project stages (Anna Sandahl's presentation). The 
successive calculation method is one method. Investigate 
other methods, pro's and con's. Per-Olov Karlsson 

* better cost estimates 
* better reputation for 
the infrastructure 
industry 
* better basis for 
decisions on the actual 
value of projects 

Succesive 
Calculation   
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Nr. PROJECT IDEA PARTICIPANTS OUTCOMES THEME SUBTHEME 

25 

Cooperation client/consultant/contractor. The principles 
for cooperation as described in the Amsterdam 
presentation of alliancing can be used in all other 
contract forms. Putting the project in focus instead of 
having seperate goals will improve the chance for a 
succesful project with a win-win situation. Success 
factors for cooperation independent of contract forms 
should be investigated and presented. Per-Olov Karlsson 

* Lower costs 
* Shorter time 
* less disputes Contracting   

26 

Project Academy for project managers 
- the project manager competence is the single most 
important factor a successful project. A pre-study should 
be carried out to investigate the interest of/and 
precondition for a continued NETLIPSE cooperation to 
develop activities for increased project manager 
competences. Per-Olov Karlsson 

* increased project 
manager competences 
*More successful 
projects 
* A NETLIPSE academy 
(possible long term 
outcome) NETLIPSE Academy   

27 

Risk allocation might be a suitable quick win for NETLIPSE 
- the holistic view of fairness, effective risk allocation and 
cost-effective (because people price risks when you give 
them) What's the best optimum view of risk allocation. 

Stuart Baker 
Konrad Spang 

* Single sheet topic 
allocation how to 
handle risk allocation 
*Guideline for fair risk 
allocation Risk Allocation   

 


